TrendMD's recommendation engine uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) to connect ideas, subjects, and people. We help researchers discover new content related to their interests, within the context of their research workflow. Publishers use our service to grow their website traffic, build readership, find new users, and increase citations. With libraries reducing budgets for subscriptions amid greater availability of open access content, publishers are under greater pressure than ever to grow their audience and ensure that their content is finding its way to users who will value it the most. This paper includes research and case studies that demonstrate how TrendMD is helping publishers achieve their goals through enhanced discovery.
About TrendMD
TrendMD is an article discovery platform that generates related articles on journals, blogs, and other sites that academics, doctors, and researchers use in their day-to-day work. Scholarly publishers, authors, and funders use TrendMD to increase site traffic, reach their target audiences, and drive article impact. TrendMD uses AI technology to generate recommendations through a combination of semantic enrichment, collaborative filtering (e.g. 'users that read X, also clicked on Y'), and personalization (what users have read in the past).
TrendMD was founded in 2014 by a group of professionals with backgrounds in academic research, scholarly publishing, and digital technology. Early funding and nurturing came from Y Combinator -the startup accelerator that incubated Reddit, Dropbox, and Airbnb. The company has twenty-one employees, with management in Toronto, Canada and California, U.S.A. The company's services are used by over three hundred publishers, including scholarly societies and scholarly commercial publishers. More than one hundred and fifty million readers per month view TrendMD recommendations on nearly five thousand sites. [2] , used by permission.
Background
TrendMD is focused on a familiar problem in scholarly publishing: with over 2.5 million scholarly articles published each year -more than eight thousand each day -the competition for discovery is only getting tougher. The problem poses a challenge to readers, as well as publishers. TrendMD's business is focused on helping match readers to the correct articles, with personalized marketing solutions tailored for scholarly publishing organizations.
Traditionally, in order to ensure that their research would be noticed, authors would have to rely on getting their work published in prominent journals, while publishers leveraged a journal's reputation, it's Impact Factor, and their relationships with the library community to promote the utilization of their content. With the ever-increasing dominance of electronic distribution, abstracting and indexing (A&I) services, and search engines, users are more likely to discover individual articles independent of the journal or issue. The report, How Readers Discover Content in Scholarly Publications [1] , which has been produced every three years since 2005 by Simon Inger and Tracy Gardner, demonstrates that discovery has evolved to coincide with the increasing dominance of electronic content distribution. A&I databases and search engines have become the first place users look for articles on a specific subject -rising in popularity with each successive survey -while other methods such as Table of Contents alerts, publisher website searches, and library search engines, have either declined or stayed consistent over the last fifteen years.
The same survey also recorded a change in the way that researchers use search results. Typically, the use of a search results page doesn't end with the user finding one specific article; users are also likely to browse the other articles that surface in a search. Researchers are showing an increasing enthusiasm for serendipity, as the authors concluded: "Browse and search are becoming more blurred and more similar." This is consistent with the feedback we have received from individual researchers. During the 2018 webinar held by the Professional and Scholarly Publishing Division of the Association of American Publishers (AAP/PSP) "The Changing Discovery Landscape -Part 1," David McCandlish, an Assistant Professor at the Simons Center for Quantitative Biology'ss Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, discussed how he discovers new content that is relevant and useful to his work. He stated that he is less reliant on the library, and much more dependent on interactive tools available on the Web, including personalized recommendations on article pages [3] .
For publishers, this has meant that promoting scholarly content is increasingly similar to the way that commercial publishers and other retailers promote their products. When purchasing nearly any product online, users today are accustomed to finding recommendations for additional products related to their purchase or browsing history. In the words of Professor McCandlish, "Netflix and Amazon have that magic factor of enabling discovery of content you had no idea existed, but is valuable and interesting." Similar services for the distribution of content in the consumer web, including Outbrain (see: www.outbrain.com) and Taboola (see: www.taboola.com) generate the "From the Web" and "You may Like" recommendations seen alongside content on many popular websites such as CNN or The New York Times. Therefore, it is not surprising that when users were asked what features of a publisher's website they use most often, the related articles functionality showed consistently increasing popularity over successive surveys. This is in stark contrast to other website features, such as publisher-produced news, site search, saved search, and alerting, which have declined.
How it Works
TrendMD uses an AI technique called Collaborative Filtering [4] to generate recommendations, which is similar to the way that services such as Amazon suggest additional products to users when they are browsing or purchasing. By looking at the behavior of similar users, TrendMD can anticipate which articles readers will find interesting and create better recommendations than those created by text analysis alone. For example, in Amazon's case, a user who has purchased a teapot will not be offered additional teapots. Instead, they will be recommended products that previous buyers of teapots have bought in the past; this could include items such as recipe books, teacups, or cakes. In TrendMD's case, click behavior is used to rank the potential relevance of related articles by using the data on what other users have clicked on in the past to predict what will most interest the current reader. For example, a medical practitioner reading an article on smoking hazards in the British Medical Journal (BMJ) may see recommended articles on cancer treatment, while a public health policy specialist may see articles on secondhand smoke, and a biochemical researcher may see articles on tumor formation.
The following illustration shows an example of how TrendMD's recommendations algorithm works. Initially, TrendMD uses the standard PubMed similar articles algorithm [6], which matches keywords and context to identify similarities between articles. The system then tracks what types of articles readers click on (e.g. articles in medicine, physics, economics, computer science, etc.). After that, the system makes predictions about recommendations the user hasn't yet clicked on. These predictions are built upon the existing data of other users who share similar data with the active user. In this simple example, the system has made a prediction about which users would have a similar interest in a medical article.
In a 2014 study [8] the numbers of recommendation sets were generated through each of these methodologies and presented to the readers. The user interface was identical in all instances and all previous click data was deleted at the start of the experiment. In the graph below, the CTR for each methodology is depicted. As expected, the CTR was similar in the first week, before TrendMD had gathered the click data necessary to further personalize the semantic similar article filtering, which is used by both approaches. This is known as the "cold start" condition in studies of this type. The results show that by the second week, after data had begun to accumulate, the recommendations generated using collaborative filtering began to perform better, leading to a nearly three-fold higher CTR by the sixth week.
The TrendMD network
An important feature of TrendMD is that recommendations that are shown in the widget are both from a publisher's own content as well as from an equal number of recommendations from external sites. A publisher's first reaction might be "why would I want to present my readers with links to another publisher's site -even to sites that I might see as competitive?" The reason is due to another innovation that TrendMD has introduced to the industry -the TrendMD credit system that gives publishers traffic back in return for those who click on external links. Figure 5 shows a simplified look behind the scenes at how the TrendMD widget drives traffic and page views. The left column (or the top half of recommendations, if it's a single-column display) directs the reader to additional articles from a publisher's own content. These links can be from the same journal, or for publishers with multiple journals, a chance to cross-promote within their family of journals. The right column (or the lower half of recommendations in a single-column display) displays links to external sites and the links that appear here are facilitated by a credit exchange. Publishers earn credits when users click on those external links, while they spend credits when a reader clicks on one of their articles appearing on external sites. Links to a publisher's content only appear on external sites in our network when there is a positive credit balance. The publisher earns a half traffic credit for each click on an external link that takes place on their site. The publisher spends one credit for each reader TrendMD sends from an external site. This ability to earn credits means that publishers can get new readers just by installing the widget, at no cost. Most publishers start out using TrendMD under the free plan; in some cases publishers will choose to purchase additional credits to get more incoming readers and unlock additional features, but this is optional. As publishers buy credits, all credits within the system thereby have a monetary value; the use of credits as fiat currency works very similarly to the way that blockchain systems create and exchange cryptocurrency.
Benefits to publishers
Increasing Discovery and Reach: A key reason for TrendMD's rapid growth in the scholarly market is our ability to help publishers maximize their growth by expanding their reach. TrendMD's reach, as illustrated in Fig. 6 from recent data, enables scholarly publishers to attract new readers and authors from all across the world. Traffic Shaping: In addition to adding more traffic credits, the paid plans, known as Professional and Enterprise plans, unlock additional features that enable publishers to use their traffic credits strategically to "shape" their traffic, and thereby accomplish specific business goals. Some examples of traffic shaping include sponsoring the last two years' of content to focus on raising a journal's Impact Factor, raising awareness of a newly-launched journal, or aiming to increase author submissions. The following section highlights a few examples showing just how this can be done, and how effective these strategies have been. Increasing Impact: A 2017 study [9] in the journal Scientometrics showed that articles promoted through TrendMD were 77% more frequently saved to Mendeley by readers. This is important because unlike other measures of article usage, such as total page views or Altmetric scores, Mendeley saves have been shown to be a more accurate predictor of future citations (Priem et Some interesting secondary effects also were revealed in the same study:
• Articles promoted through TrendMD received a 95% increase in total page views relative to the control group over the four-week trial. • The TrendMD-promoted articles also had higher organic page views. One possible explanation for this is that discovery of articles via TrendMD leads to individuals visiting articles recommended via TrendMD more frequently. This could include readers coming back to articles independently (e.g. saving them as bookmarks on an internet browser and visiting them later), sharing articles with their colleagues over email, or spreading awareness via word of mouth. To test using TrendMD to increase submissions, JMIR Publications (see: https://www. jmirpublications.com/), a leading eHealth publisher of twenty-four Open Access journals -promoted five hundred articles to targeted researchers in the TrendMD network, while at the same time running similar tests using Google AdWords and Facebook. TrendMD outperformed Google AdWords by more than two times and Facebook by more than five times in generating new article submissions. Targeting Users: While the above traffic shaping strategies are all about the publisher choosing which subset of their content they want to promote -e.g. a journal, a range of volumes, a collection -another strategy is choosing what readers the publisher wants to target. Using IP recognition, TrendMD is able to detect a reader's region of the world, institutional affiliation, and in some cases even their profession, and use this data to filter which recommendations the user will see. Healthcare professionals in the U.S.A. are identified by a cookie in their browsers that includes NPI numbers, which are the unique identifiers of profession -doctor, nurse, etc. -and specialty.
Elsevier's Practice Update is a free publication for clinicians, but requires email signup to receive full text. The publisher launched a campaign targeted to clinicians, with the goal of increasing signups. Practice Update content was directed to approximately seventy-five hundred Healthcare professionals, with five hundred signing up to receive emails in the first month, a conversion rate of over 5%.
In another example of targeted promotion in the medical profession, Merck compared several channels, including TrendMD, to direct a targeted list of physicians to a microsite with information on a new drug. TrendMD's conversion rate of 3.7% was the highest of all channels used. 
Conclusion
TrendMD is a prime example of the effective use of AI technology in scholarly publishing, helping researchers to discover new articles based on their interests, and helping publishers and authors promote their content. The TrendMD technology, combined with its growing network, have made TrendMD a highly cost-effective way for publishers to reach their most valued audiences.
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